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Last Train Home is a documentary film about social reality, directed by Fan Lixin. 
It become the film which won the most awards for International Film Festival in 
recent years. The paper uses instruments descriptifs, instruments citationnels and 
instruments documentaries, through a detailed analysis and interpretation of 
narratology, filmology and ideological connotation, to explore the success of this film 
and try to discuss about the ideological connotation and the social mapping. 
This article is divided into four chapters. The first chapter is the introduction, which 
mainly introduce this article research background, subject，significance, literature 
review and research methods and the related theories used in the article. What’s more, 
this part summarizes the current research situation of Last Train Home and introduces 
the production, method and main contents of the documentary film, through 
instruments documentaries. The second chapter focuses on the theme, narration and 
text of this documentary in the light of narratology and analyzes the narrative 
viewpoint which restrictive viewpoint is primary and omniscient viewpoint is 
supplemented, linear narrative and imperfect theatrical structure as well as the 
construction of narrative semantics, through mainly using “Focus Method” founded 
by Gerard Genette, the “Three Act Structure” founded by Syd Field, the “Action Meta 
Model” and “Semiotics Matric” founded by Algirdas Julien Greimas. This part also 
uses content narratology to analyze the social issues reflected in the narration of the 
film and adopts feminist perspectives, put forward by Simone de Beauvoir in the 
Second Sex, to analyze the characters of female migrant workers from the perspective 
of theme esthetics. The third chapter mainly analyzes image and voice of the film，
from the perspective of film language, such as the photographic style, the use of 
full-length shot and scenery shot, film editing technique, homochronous sound and 
music. It explains its advantages and characteristics at the technical level from the 
aspect of documentary aesthetics, music literature and literature by use of storyboards , 
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enlightenment. The conclusion part summarizes the abovementioned film analysis 
from the perspective of creation. The enlightenment part tries to generalize merits of 
narration, image and voice based on creative techniques mentioned above and 
discusses the social responsibility and business sense of topic , authenticity and 
storytelling of narration ,image and voice in order to analyze its experience and 
inspiration.   
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同比增长 0.8%。其中，首播节目播出时长约 24000小时，同比增长 3.9%，占总

























并不失色，2012 年票房突破 1.3亿， 2014 年票房近一亿美元，“迪斯尼自然”
（Disneynature）推出的《熊世界》创下 1800 万美元的佳绩；②在法国，影院自 
2003 至 2012 年共首映纪录电影 682 部，占上映电影总量的 11.9%，雅克·贝
汉的《迁徙的鸟》、吕克·雅克的《帝企鹅日记》系列、雅安·阿瑟斯·伯特兰
的《家园》都以品质著称；③在韩国，继 2009年为本国纪录电影树立里程碑的《牛
铃之声》之后，2014 年《亲爱的，别过河》再创票房新高——票房超过 373 亿











                                                             
① 张同道.2015 年中国纪录片发展研究报告[J].现代传播(中国传媒大学学报)，2016（5）：114-115. 
② 张同道.2014 年中国纪录片发展研究报告[J].现代传播(中国传媒大学学报)，2015（5）：107. 
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